
Important Dates:

What are we learning?
Phonics: (M-T) unvoiced th (W-Th) digraph ch
Reading: This week we will begin a new unit! In this unit we will
learn about many different kinds of characters.
Math: This week we will continue to learn about adding up to
20 and using the strategies we’ve learned about to help us. In
addition to this strategy the scholars will learn to add more
than two numbers and find the missing numbers in an addition
equation.
Science: This week we will continue to learn about the objects
in the sky! In addition to learning about the objects in the sky
your scholar will be introduced to the Earth’s Resources.
SS: This week we will continue to learn about the community
and leadership in our community and nation.
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Education is the most
powerful weapon which you

can use to change the world.
Nelson Mandela

If you have not done so already please be sure to respond via
class dojo to schedule your parent teacher conference. I have
already reached out to each family that hasn’t scheduled a
conference yet so please respond ASAP.
Homework is due each Monday along with signed behavior
charts. I have sent out an ELA homework packet for the month of
October. I noticed that our scholars could really use some
support in this area. These packets are NOT mandatory but
strongly encouraged to be completed. If you’d like you can return
them at the END of the month of October for extra credit!
Wednesday folders (from the school) will be sent home each
Wednesday and are expected to be returned each Thursday.
Please check the folders and REMOVE all papers that are to be
kept at home. 

Tiger of the week:

Miracle

with, math, thick, were,
chin, chat, such, talk,

walk, 
*This Friday, your students

will be tested on these
words. 

These are words your
scholars will be expected to

identify in their reading
curriculum so please

practice reading them with
your scholar: 

Choices, solution, challenge,
lesson 

cha

10/11 - Early Release Day
10/13 - School Clubs begin
10/16 - Parent- Teacher Conference Day
10/18 - Unity Day (Students are allowed to wear
any orange shirt but must be in uniform bottoms)
10/23-10/27 - Red Ribbon Week


